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Abstract: Due to an ever-increasing movement of containers across the globe in line with the economic
boom, the trade imbalance and issues related to empty containers have become inevitable. Empty
containers accumulated at specific ports cannot only generate profit but also increase the environmen-
tal footprint. This research proposes a Maritime Empty Container Reposition Modelling Framework
by integrating the agent-based modelling (ABM) paradigm to model the global movements of empty
containers. An agent-based maritime logistic empty container redistribution model was developed to
help minimize the total relevant costs for empty container movement in the planning horizon. In
the system, ports, shipping companies, customers, and empty containers were identified as critical
agents. Using simulated annealing (SA), shipping line agents were able to optimise empty container
repositioning to determine the best sequence for moving containers. The model was applied to
the Asia–Middle East region to simulate global empty containers repositioning in the region. The
results comparison shows that the proposed optimised empty container repositioning framework
can significantly reduce the shipping line’s costs and make full use of empty containers.

Keywords: maritime industry; empty containers; repositioning; agent-based modelling;
simulation; optimisation

1. Introduction

The maritime industry faces increasingly turbulent, rapidly changing, and uncertain
situations due to the instability of global trade. One of the main driving forces for change
has been the adoption of the container since the late 1960s [1]. Over the years, maritime
supply chains have become more complex due to globalization and expansion into new
markets [2]. The evolutions in transport chains and the high competitiveness among
stakeholders create pressures on cost management, which push ports and shipping lines
to rethink their objectives in logistics processes. They have a high importance for the
overall success of the maritime transport chain, aiming to reduce the total cost and achieve
more profit [3–7]. In recent years, the shipping sector has suffered from considerable
inefficiencies in container distribution, which is majorly influenced by trade imbalances,
long relocation times, and unreliable commercial forecasts [8,9]. The continuous trade
imbalance in the shipping sector and the negative consequences put additional pressure
on all maritime stakeholders to make tough decisions regarding repositioning empty
containers [10]. Meanwhile, the numerous operations that encounter significant changes
over time as a result of the interdependency of global logistics activities makes it more
distressing than ever before.

The effective movement of empty containers is a critical component of all container
logistics chains. Hence, shipping lines face many more challenges in managing the empty
container task, leading to delays, additional handling, and rising costs of thousands of
dollars. Money is lost primarily through inefficiencies in moving and storing containers and
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losing the opportunities to serve more customers in various markets. In 1998, CMA-CGM
spent USD 145 million on the container logistic management of 250,000 TEUs, including
empty container repositioning [11]. The main reason for the loss was a lack of coordination
between the intra-regional and inter-regional levels. Another complicated issue concerns
the repositioning coordinators of the shipping line, who spent several days finding a solu-
tion by hand. Repositioning plans are created through a trial-and-error process that relies
on the team’s expertise and experience. Significant savings can be expected if container
usage is optimised, as the repositioning process can be considered a problem and a strategy
simultaneously [12]. Therefore, it is imperative to develop an empty container repositioning
plan to avoid increased costs and suboptimal usage [13].

Currently, managing empty containers has become crucial to maximizing profits,
utilization, and customer satisfaction [14]. Through the application of various models,
researchers investigated whether optimisation or simulation heuristics could improve
allocation performance [15]. The movement of containers and the optimisation of shipping
routes between seaports has been extensively studied in the literature [5,16–21]. Both
approaches have received a lot of interest in economics and operations research literature.
Nevertheless, the combination of optimisation and simulation has received little attention,
although it may provide a good method of assessing the suitability of different reposition-
ing policies for empty containers. As pointed out in the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [22], a remarkable research gap exists
due to a limited number of authors discussing this approach, especially with integrating the
ABM dynamic simulation approach and advanced optimisation algorithms. Meanwhile,
there have been many scholarly papers published on the problem of repositioning empty
containers [13,22,23], but the literature lacks realistic data in great detail for shipping lines.

Targeted to fill the literature gap, this study proposes a Maritime Empty Container
Reposition Modelling Framework by integrating the ABM paradigm to model the global
movements of empty containers. An agent-based maritime logistic empty container re-
distribution model was developed. The study then implements the proposed framework
for maritime shipping routes between ports in the Middle East and Asia for the CMA-
CGM shipping line. This company has been selected as it is one of the top shipping lines
worldwide, which can be a potential player in model preparation and evaluation. The
proposed model aims to minimize the total cost, increase profit, and achieve high container
utilization. The numerical results will be used to validate the robustness and effectiveness
of the developed framework and simulation model. Due to this, the usability of the model
depends on the analysis of real liner cases together with different scenarios, especially in
light of the responses from maritime professionals. The next section illustrates the concepts,
existing studies, and hypothesis of this study.

2. Literature Review

Global maritime container repositioning is a complex system. It includes a high num-
ber of actors, each with their own behaviours. The global empty container repositioning
process starts from the container arrival, handling operations, transport, and allocation
of empties until the release of the empty containers to customers. The actors interact
with each other, which leads to an increase in the repositioning’s complexity [24]. The
interactions among the actors shape the general behaviours of the shipping companies.
Due to a high number of repetitive operations, a single change to a parameter value, which
causes a small change on an individual basis, might result in a massive shift in the shipping
line’s decision [25].

ABM is one of the most popular modelling and simulation tools for analysing systems
with emergent system properties that cannot be deduced by a large number of interac-
tive agents and aggregation methods [26–29]. Additionally, it has been used to test the
acting and interacting of collective or individual autonomous agents [30,31]. In line with
a systems approach, ABM is responsible for studying the individual actions of agents and
their influence on the entire system. Furthermore, the researchers place the rules and
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parameters for each agents to interact; they can modify specific rules to test for agents’
behaviour differences [32]. Recently, many industries used ABM for testing a myriad of sit-
uations regarding their businesses. It is a highly effective approach to studying contingent
behaviours and the interaction of macro- and micro-level effects. In particular, ABM can
be used to examine how dynamics and social norms that are evident at a large scale result
from multiple processes occurring at the micro-level [32].

In the field of supply chain and transportation, ABM has been identified as one of
the most efficient approaches to developing certain decision-making processes [33]. This
technique can provide added value to the digitalization of the container supply chain as it
can assist the stakeholders in minimizing costs and increasing their profits [34]. To the best
of our knowledge, there are a limited number of methodologies that have applied the ABM
tool to solve the problem of empty container movements [35,36]. Therefore, this research
proposed ABM to overcome the lack of using this methodology in the previous literature.
The effectiveness of the model is tested through a case study in the maritime sector. In
particular, a shipping line had been chosen as it is becoming a crucial entity in the maritime
economy due to the continuous growth in the volume of goods exchanged around world.

For developing an optimisation-simulation model, ABM can be considered as a suit-
able approach for global maritime logistics issues [33,37,38]. Since the shipping system is
a complex logistics network, it is appropriate to address the problem of empty container
repositioning using ABM. With the capabilities of representing a system naturally and
flexibly, ABM is one of the promising alternatives for global maritime logistics issues [37].
It has a dynamic character and includes a significant number of entities, where each entity
is trying to maximize its profit. Additionally, it enables the design of actors to resemble the
real system without imposing unnecessary limitations on the actors’ interactions [38].

By using this approach for the empty container problem, various combinations of
designs can be experimented with in a relatively short period, at a lower cost, and with less
risk. It has the ability to modify the design plan to produce desired outputs, rather than
making new design plans on the actual system without verifying its outputs [39,40]. Hence,
this research makes a reasonable attempt to find the optimal solution by using the ABM
approach to simulate the dynamics of a global empty container repositioning system. Then,
an optimisation method, simulated annealing, will be used to optimise the repositioning
strategy as the instances of the problem are too large [25]. To achieve the objectives, the
study formulated the following hypotheses:

H1: The extra costs and environmental footprints of empty containers can be reduced by an optimised
repositioning strategy.

H2: Empty container turnover rates can be affected by selecting an appropriate repositioning strategy.

H3: Container utilization rates can be potentially improved through applying an appropriate
repositioning strategy.

This paper will contribute to our understanding of current repositioning strategies
for managing empty containers by proving/rejecting the above-mentioned hypotheses. It
would also help to clarify all the difficulties associated with implementing repositioning
activities by demonstrating how shipping lines can improve their performance. The
following section illustrates the proposed empty container repositioning framework by
integrating the ABM paradigm.

3. Methodology
3.1. Model Framework

As illustrated in Figure 1, the empty container repositioning process begins when full
containers are delivered to surplus ports. The customer unloads the cargo and returns it
to be stored in empty depots in anticipation of future demand. When empty containers
are returned, usually a quick visual inspection takes place. Depending on the state of the
container, it is then sent for repair or maintenance, or might simply require a cleaning
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operation at the depot before releasing it to another customer. When a new customer in
a deficit area requests empty containers from the shipping line, the shipping line checks its
empty stock with surplus depots and orders the requested number of empty containers.
Customers can order any number of containers, and the shipping line will provide them
by availability. The total number of requested containers can be moved from the surplus
terminal to a deficit area on one vessel or more than one according to vessel capacity, as
the priority is for laden containers. After the arrival of empties, the shipping line releases
the containers to the customers based on their bookings, moving them to their premises
by trucks or any inland transportation method. At the same time, the customer pays the
agreed freight to the shipping line. Despite the length of this cycle, including its risks and
costs, shipping lines can gain more revenue from this process instead of paying storage
costs for empties while waiting for an order in the surplus area. Indeed, shipping lines
often consider empty container movements as a necessary evil.
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3.2. Agent Attributes and Actions

In order to define the entities or agents involved and influence the system objectives,
it is necessary to understand the general description of the processing system. Determining
the attributes that exist in each agent should be considered as each agent has a variety of
attributes. As shown in Figure 2, this research deals with the shipping industry simulation
of container transportation management where shipping lines, ports, customers and empty
terminals are the four leading players in the shipping repositioning cycle who interact
to utilize empty containers’ movement [13]. In addition to the containers, which are
considered the main asset in the model for moving/loading/discharging cargo, the vessels
represent the transportation method responsible for moving and distributing the container
from point to point. The key to understanding the whole problem is to realise the interaction
between the stakeholders of the system [26].

• Shipping line: It harnesses its resources to meet customer demands for empty contain-
ers during the demand-planning phase. The main aim of its repositioning process is
to reduce the presence of empty containers by sending them from the surplus port to
a deficit port according to the customer needs, distance, and cost to make better profits.

• Ports: The connected chain between other players for loading, discharging, and han-
dling the cargo. Ports are the starting and ending points of the container movements.
The container returns to this point after completing its current mission to take on a new
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task. The port’s performance is effected by the number of port berths, the number of
labourers, and the number of arrival/departure containers and vessels.

• Customers: Normally, the request for empty containers is sent to the shipping line
by customers weeks prior. Customer demands are received, including the start date,
origin, and destination, to carry out the request correctly according to availability.

• Empty terminals: They are owned by a shipping line or working based on a contract
to store the empties. It can be located within a container terminal with the overall port
facility or in the hinterland as an inland container depot. These terminals are secure
facilities that provide basic essential services for container shipping companies and
solve the problem of bottlenecks and storage issues. The attributes of all agents are
listed in Table 1:

Table 1. Agents and Attributes.

Agent Attribute Type Description

Shipping Line

surP List Empty container surplus ports list.

de f P List Empty container deficit ports list.

TDemand Ratio Total demand for empty containers.

TSupply Ratio Total supply of empty containers.

TIntake Ratio Total number of empty containers in the processed intaking orders.

TCost Ratio Total costs for repositioning the empty containers include handling cost,
transportation cost, and storage cost.

TPro f it Ratio Total profit the shipping line can generate from repositioning the
intaking orders.

Customer

PID Ordinal Port ID.

CO Ratio The number of empty containers the customer ordered.

CC Ratio The number of ordered empty containers confirmed by the shipping line.

CS Ratio The empty containers shortage.

CBunit Ratio

The per empty container customer will pay to the shipping line (this can be
determined by the actual cost and supply–demand balance of empty containers
around the world; currently, the number is pre-set as fixed and varies among
the ports).

Port

CStatus Dichotomous The total empty container status of the port, deficit, or surplus (1 surplus port;
0 deficit port).

HCost Ratio The handling of empty containers per unit at the port.

CEmpty Ratio The per unit cost of an empty container in a port.

TEmpty Ratio The total number of empty containers at the port.

Container

OStatus dichotomous An empty container has two statuses, ordered or not ordered (1 ordered;
0 not ordered).

POrigin Ordinal The origin area of an empty container.

PDestination Ordinal The destination area repositioning by the shipping line.

DTravel Ratio Distance between POrigin and PDestination.

TIdle Ratio The total time that a container is idle in the origin port.

CHandle Ratio The handling cost per empty container.

CIdeled Ratio The storage cost of the container.

CTravel Ratio The transportation cost from POrigin to PDestination.
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Consider a shipping service system composed of a shipping line i ∈ I, i = 1. It plays
an essential role in exchanging the throughput data between stakeholders and taking the
repositioning decision. The shipping line network has a fleet of vessels, a fleet of containers
l ∈ L, l = 1, . . . , Nl , and a set of ports, k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, 7, . . . , 10 whether these ports are
deficit ports de f P or surplus ports surP. Shipping companies receive a demand for empty
containers TDemand from a considerable number of customers j ∈ J, j = 1, . . . , Nj. They are
trying to intake most of these demands TIntake. Hence, the logistics team of the shipping
line checked the available number of empty containers at the port TEmpty and the total
supply of empty containers which arrived TSupply. The shipping line’s profit TPro f it
can be generated from the received freight per empty container that the customer will
pay CBunit instead of paying storage costs in the port CEmpty. The objective function
of this model is to minimise the total repositioning cost, which includes three types of
costs: handling CHandle, storage CIdeled, and transportation CTravel. Consequently, the
objective function can be described as follow:

Objective Function:

min(Si(TCost)) = min(∑
l=1

(CTravell + CHandlel + CIdlel)) (1)

max(Si(TPro f it)) = ∑
j=1

(
CBunitj × TIntakej

)
−min(Si(TCost)) (2)

Constraints
TIntakej = ∑

(
CC1, CC2, . . . CCJ

)
(3)

CTravell = DTravell × FTconsk + TIdledl × FEconsk (4)

CIdeledl = CEmptyk × TIdledl (5)

CSj = CO j − CCj (6)

TSupply = ∑
k=1

TEmptyk (7)

TDemand = ∑
j=1

COj (8)

TIntake =
{

TDemand : (TDemand < TSupply)
TSupply : (TDemand > TSupply)

(9)

OStatusl =

{
0 : not ordered
1 : ordered

(10)
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CStatus k =

{
1 : suplus
−1 : de f ict

(11)

where i ∈ I is the number of shipping lines (i = 1 indicates shipping line company 1); k ∈ K
is the number of ports (k = 1 indicates port 1); j ∈ J is the number of customers (j = 1
indicates customer 1), and l ∈ L is the number of containers (l = 1 indicates container 1).

3.3. Optimisation: Simulated Annealing (SA)

The study uses the simulated annealing (SA) method for shipping line agents to
optimise the empty container scheduling and maximize the total profit. SA is a stochastic
global search optimisation algorithm [41,42] as it uses randomness as part of the search
process. Most local search algorithms do not operate well for nonlinear objective functions
while SA is an appropriate algorithm for such functions. Like the stochastic hill climbing
local search algorithm, it has the ability to modify a single solution and find the relatively
local area in the search space until the local optima are located. Unlike the hill climbing
algorithm, it accepts the worse solutions as the current solution, then the likelihood of
accepting the worse solutions starts at a high level at the beginning of the search, decreasing
while the search progress. It allows the algorithm to first locate the region for the global
optima, escape the local optima, and then hill climb to the optima itself [41].

Figure 3 illustrates the process of SA optimisation. The cycle starts when the customer
Cj requests empty containers COj from the shipping line S to load cargo and move from the
port Pi to Pj. Based on customers’ demand TDemand, the shipping line S orders empty con-
tainers TSupply from a surplus terminal P(CStatus = 1) to a deficit area P(CStatus = −1).
Customers can order any number of containers {CO1, CO2, . . . , COM}, and the shipping
line S will provide them by availability {CC1, CC2, . . . , CCM}. The tentative number of
containers to each port CCj is determined by the possible profit generated. The model
starts with a random number of CCj, which has a high shipping cost and low profit. Then
the SA reallocates the containers among all the clients to gradually reduce the total cost
and increase the total profit. After multiple runs, the best solutions are found, and the
{CC1, CC2, . . . , CCM} is confirmed. After this, the shipping line S will send the confirmed
empty containers to each port. Once the containers arrive, the clients will pay the rental fee(
CBunitj ∗ TIntakej

)
.
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4. Model Implementation and Data Inputs
4.1. Model Implementation

The management of such a complex problem subsequently requires new modelling
methods; an efficient simulation tool should be used to clarify the concept in a clear visual
way. The proposed Maritime Empty Container Reposition Modelling Framework was
implemented using the ‘Netlogo 6.2.2’ simulation platform. Netlogo is the most well-
known agent-based programming platform developed by Wilensky in 1999 for simulating
natural and social phenomena [43]. It is particularly well suited for modelling complex
systems and analysing the connection between the behaviour of basic entities and the
macro-level patterns that emerge from their interactions [44]. The Geographic Information
System (GIS) extension in Netlogo facilitates geospatial data processing, which allows
simulating the global maritime routes and container vessel movements dynamically. The
model uses GIS shapefile and CSV as the input to generate the port, shipping line, client,
and container agents.

Figure 4 shows the interface of the build model; the yellow lines represent the maritime
routes. Red dots represent the ports. The white ship represents vessels. When the model
begins, loaded containers continue moving to destination ports, then they disappear after
arriving at their destination and are excluded from the simulation. At the same time, the
empty containers begin to move from the surplus ports to deficit ports through shipping
routes in an attempt to balance the container movement and reduce the duration of the
container remaining empty. The model uses four plots monitoring the port empty container
order, order confirmation, and container deficit. The “shipping line profit” plot monitors
the profits generated, and the “containers utility ratio” plot monitors the empty container
utility rate. Additionally, several sliders/switches are added to adjust the actions taken by
the agents, whether at the start-up process or during run-time.
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4.2. Scope of Model Implementation

As shown in Figure 5, there are three levels at which empty containers are repositioned [45].

• The process of global repositioning involves the mitigation of trans-oceanic trade
imbalances by shifting them from surplus to deficit regions by using ports as gateways.
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• Interregional repositioning involves the movement of containers across expansive
areas by means of intermodal rail or short-sea shipping. They concern connections
between inland terminals and ports.

• The concept of regional repositioning is primarily concerned with drayage operations
between intermodal terminals, empty container depots, and major freight distribution
clusters, often within the same metropolitan area.
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Because of the complex nature (possible multi-mode shipments) of regional reposition-
ing processes, this study focuses on inter-regional to global empty container repositioning.
At the inter-regional level, ports consolidate inland empty containers. The ports can send
the empty containers to deficit ports based on a random order or further consolidate them
and send them to deficit ports in an optimised manner to maximise profits. This study is
going to investigate the competitiveness of an optimised strategy by comparing it with
a random one.

4.3. Data Inputs

To simplify the simulation, the study uses ten different ports in various countries
showing their shipping routes that bound each of these ports: Shanghai, Singapore, Port
Klang, and Ningbo as the deficit ports; Jeddah, Umm Qasr, BHKBS, QAHMD, and Jebel
Ali as the surplus ports (Table 2). The Dammam port is treated as the hub where the
shipping line company locates. The Dammam port gets empty containers from the nearby
surplus ports and then distributes them to the deficit ports by scheduling. Un-ordered
containers will be stored at the Dammam port, and a storage fee will be charged. In the
simulation, the capacity of each container vessel was set as 20,000 TEUs and the number
of customers at each port (num-customer-each-port) was set as 5. That means each port
has five cargo shipping companies ordering empty containers from the shipping company
located in SADAM. The simulation period was set as 365 days starting from 1 August 2020.
The ordered containers leave the Dammam port heading to the deficit ports following the
defined routes (Samarakoon, M., Personal Interview, 11 October 2021).

Table 3 lists the demand, supply, and associated costs in dollars between different
ports. During the simulation, the customers from deficit ports will put empty container
requests at a defined frequency. The surplus ports will send their surplus empty containers
to Dammam at the defined frequency. The model saves the proportion of allocated empty
containers to a CSV.
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Table 2. Selected Ports for Simulating in Netlogo.

Deficit Ports Abbreviation Country Surplus Ports Abbreviation Country

Dammam SADMM Saudi Arabia Jeddah port SAJED Saudi Arabia

Shanghai CNSHA China Umm Qasr port IQUQR Iraq

Singapore SGSIN Malaysia BHKBS BHKBS Bahrain

Port Klang MYPKG Malaysia QAHMD QAHMD Qatar

Ningbo CNNGB China Jebel Ali port AEJEA United Arab Emirates

Table 3. Data inputs for the simulated ports *.

POL SADMM SADMM SADMM SADMM AEJEA IQUQR BHKBS QAHMD

POD CNNGB SGSIN MYPKG CNSHA SADMM SADMM SADMM SADMM

Average Supply 73 613 99 213 304 800 212 62

Average Demand 81 608 107 207 284 798 198 51

Frequency/Cycle 8 8 8 8 4 2 3 1

SeaFreight/TEU 60 40 40 60 24 20 20 20

LoadingCost 115 115 115 115 65 40 60 85

DischargingCost 20 50 50 20 115 115 115 115

LOLOCost 58 72 72 58 60 60 60 60

StorageCost 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

InlandCost 58 72 72 58 60 60 60 60

ScanningCost 58 72 72 58 60 60 60 60

Customs 58 72 72 58 60 60 60 60

* POL: port of loading; POD: port of destination; TEU: twenty-foot equivalent unit; LOLO: lift-on/lift-off.

5. Simulation Results

In this study, a sensitivity analysis has been conducted to assess the potential signifi-
cance of the results. Since the shipping industry is a large-scale industry, the significance
of decreasing empty container movements is of importance. Explicitly, it was estimated
for the whole container shipping industry through computing the resulting difference in
both strategies. In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed model, the study creates
an “optimize?” button to help in comparing the results between the optimised and random
repositioning strategies. The optimised strategy uses the SA method to allocate empty
containers to customers for each region considering the possible profit, demand, and dis-
tance. While the random repositioning strategy allocates empty containers to customers
randomly, using the first-come-first-serve approach will distribute empty containers to
clients unorderly.

Figure 6 shows the ordered containers (CO), confirmed orders (CC), and deficit (CS)
for each port using the random repositioning strategy. The results show that each port was
confirmed with around 30% to 50% of its ordered empty containers on average. All four
ports maintain high levels of empty container deficits.

Figure 7 shows the results of applying the optimised strategy. The Shanghai and
Ningbo ports have higher empty order confirmations than Singapore and Malaysia. Nearly
all the orders from the Ningbo port were fulfilled, while the order confirmation of the
Shanghai port was above the deficit level. Conversely, the Singapore and Malaysia ports
had significantly low empty container ordering confirmation rates.
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The simulation results shows that the Singapore port had the highest empty container
orders and the Shanghai port followed. However, Singapore’s confirmed empty container
order rates were significantly lower in the optimised scenario than in the random scenario
and other ports. Meanwhile, the travel distance from SADAM to Singapore is way shorter
than Shanghai and Ningbo. The loading costs of all ports are the same, and the sea freight
cost to SGSIN and MYPKG is USD 20 cheaper than to CNNGB and CNSHA (Table 3).
However, the discharge costs, LOLO costs, inland costs, scanning costs, and customs costs
in CNSHA and CNNGB are way lower than SGSIN and MYPKG. When customers pay the
same rental fee for container usage, sending empty containers to CNSHA and CNNGB will
achieve much higher profits than SGSIN and MYPKG.

In reality, SGSIN and MYPKG have fewer chances of empty container shortage than
other ports taking advantage of the central location in the global maritime logistic network.
These ports could get empty containers easily from other ports. CNSHA and CNNGB could
face a higher chance of empty container shortage, considering the geographical location and
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high cargo volume. Therefore, repositioning empty containers using optimisation methods
can reduce the empty container shortage for these two ports and other similar ports.

The importance of the hypotheses in this research is obvious as they are related to the
future scenarios of container movements. Hence the three postulated hypotheses which
were outlined in the first phase of the study have been tested to see if they should be
accepted or rejected.

5.1. Shipping Line Profit

This hypothesis can trace the effect of applying an optimised strategy on the reposi-
tioning cost. It is related to the main objective of the paper, enabling the shipping lines to
gain more revenue and achieve significant improvement in terms of costs, which is the key
success factor for any company. By comparing the random and optimised repositioning
scenarios in Figure 8, the results show that the random scenario’s profit level briefly climbed
to positive before turning to negative in the rest period. Additionally, the overall profits of
the optimised scenario increased continuously during the simulated period. These results
provide a clear implication that the optimised repositioning strategy positively impacted
the associated costs and, consequently, the company’s profit. It indicates the necessity of
having a model to support the decision to move empty containers. Furthermore, H1 is
supported by the above-outlined cognitions, and the findings are elaborated throughout
the thesis.
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5.2. Empty Container Turnover

This hypothesis is designed to measure the number of days that have passed since
the empty container was ordered until it reached the final destination. Contrary to the
basic principle of the container turnover rate that was referred to by [14], the increase in
the turnover rate of empty containers is not considered a positive result as they are idle
in the depots. By comparing the empty container turnover days under the optimised and
random repositioning scenarios, the results showed that the average turnover days under
a random scenario was around 20 days, while it turned to 25 days under the optimised
scenario. Figure 9 shows that the number of turnover days in the optimised strategy is five
days greater than that of the random strategy due to the careful selection of ports in terms
of distance, demand, and profit in the optimised strategy. The model findings confirm
that the random strategy sends the empty containers to the nearest/the first demanding
port without considering the revenue consequences. The shipping line in this strategy
seeks to operate the container as frequently as possible, even if the freight value is low. In
comparison, the empty containers are distributed in an optimised strategy according to
effective planning in advance, guaranteeing the certainty of immediate use and obtaining
a high freight rate. Therefore, the long distance to the selected shortage port or the lack of
frequent ships to these ports can be the primary reasons for increasing the turnover days in
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the optimised strategy. The average turnover days for empty containers in both strategies
are not significantly different, but the intrinsic value is the freight rate. These cognitions
and the findings are elaborated throughout the research, supporting the second hypothesis.
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5.3. Empty Container Usage Rate

It is not hard to see why improving the utilisation rate should be a primary concern
for any shipping line where growing trade imbalances can have a notable impact as more
containers will spend additional time being idle. As shown in Figure 10, the model results
illustrate the number of times the container has been used during its lifespan. The empty
containers in the random scenarios need to wait for a longer period of time in the depot
until a vessel arrives. This represents a non-revenue generating part involving additional
costs such as storage costs. In comparison, the average idling rates of empties in optimised
scenarios are less than the random ones where containers are shipped quickly to profitable
customers. Although the results of empty containers’ idle rate in the simulation model are
not sharply different in both scenarios, the slightest difference causes a significant change
due to the storage cost continuing to rise. Hence, improving container utilisation could
achieve potential cost savings and save the container’s lifespan. The analysis of the above
results during the research supports H3.
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6. Discussion

The research direction initially started with the idea of this model, aiming to validate
the concept and confirm its benefits. Based on the results, it is proven that the proposed
model creates several general benefits to the global economy and especially to the maritime
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sector. The model is strong enough to validate the three hypotheses and subsequently
improve the repositioning of empty containers. According to [46], the movements of
empties are costly and estimated to be around 20–25% of the total expenses in shipping
lines. They require extra handling and transportation, taking up slots on vessels which
could generate revenue through laden containers. Hence, it is understood that shipping
lines will prioritize strategies that can reduce financial burdens. Nonetheless, it is evident
from the findings that implementing the optimised repositioning strategy can eliminate the
cost as much as possible and achieve more revenues for the shipping line. The proposed
model presents all the ports in each country with the empty stocks, their needs, cost, and
space so that the decision-makers can select the best profitable option. Additionally, when
the optimised repositioning strategy is viewed as a solution, it enables not only cost savings
but also a lower environmental impact.

According to [47], empty containers are exposed to being salted and corrosion during
storage in depots, affecting their lifespan. The well-cited study [12] considers the scale of
the container transportation network and the decision time frame seems to have a better
effect on container utilization throughout its lifespan. Subsequently, the proposed model
attempted to address this problem by reducing the idle time of empty containers in depots.
One of the positive outcomes extracted from the model’s implementation is explained by
shorter empty container waiting times and increased container usage rates. Nonetheless,
container utilization is increased while using the optimised strategy and vice versa. Thus,
proving the hypotheses led to a consensus about the model’s value, which can be considered
an essential point for the validity of the research.

One of the most important attributes of excellent customer satisfaction is fast respon-
siveness [48]. Hence, keeping good relationships with customers to ensure future orders
is more important than rejecting requests to enable some cost reductions. In the maritime
sector, matching demand and supply together in a timely fashion is substantially challeng-
ing since it has to match on each level; location, specific time, destination, equipment, and
customer-specific requests [49]. Therefore, supplying empty containers to the customer
in a short time could not only ensure that demand is fulfilled, but it can also improve
the whole company’s performance. The model tries to address this issue by enhancing
the flexibility of the supply chain. Consequently, it helps in eliminating the long delivery
lead time needed to select the empty containers and provide a very wide range of sur-
plus/deficit areas, since the model will contain all the information of the shipping line
and ports. The results showed that the random strategy’s response time to supply empty
containers is less than the optimised strategy. Still, this difference is insignificant compared
to the profits achieved from targeting the most optimised shortage location. The shipping
lines would therefore choose to reposition their empty containers to the optimised area
since it is a better approach to stay competitive instead of randomly sending them.

Although the problem of empty container movements cannot be entirely avoided as
long as there are trade imbalances, efficient empty container distributions free shipping lines
from the administrative hassle of figuring out slots on the vessel, trucking, negotiations, and
endless emails. Additionally, the positive outcomes from implementing the proposed model
enable shipping lines and the maritime industry to reduce their vessel speed resulting
in less fuel consumption; therefore, there is a lack of adverse effects on the environment
emanating from empty container movements [16].

In summary, the proposed model of managing empty container movements can help
the shipping industry to achieve significant improvement within international trade on
a number of levels: First, the capital expenditures which is the money used to maintain
fixed assets. The lower the capital expenditures, the better it is for the shipping lines.
Secondly, resource consumption which is represented in this study on containers and
vessels. The model will be helpful since all the transport chains worldwide can reduce
the inventory level and safety stock, and reducing their consumption leads to increased
sustainability. Third, the depot storage costs and terminal space; reducing such elements
means that shipping lines obtain more storage space for lower charges.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

Maritime activities are interdependent and affect each other either directly or indirectly.
Container management will improve the entire logistics and transport chain, including
empty container distribution. By avoiding a lack of containers or accumulating too many,
container management will optimise the performance of the entire shipping system.

Based on the comparative analysis of the optimisation-simulation model, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• The impact of repositioning is large, as fewer empty containers increase the accu-
mulated net profit. An optimised repositioning strategy can increase profitability by
increasing the turnover of empty containers.

• With the proposed optimised strategy, container utilisation is maximized over its
lifetime. Reduced container movements also reduce environmental impacts such as
CO2 emissions, congestion, and fuel consumption from a sustainable perspective.

• The random strategy relies on shipping empty containers once ordered without con-
sidering the cost, profit, or utilisation rate if no repositioning strategy is implemented.

The study found that simulation optimisation is becoming a useful tool for all maritime
stakeholders, especially shipping lines, and a value-added approach to all ports within the
transport chain. Even though the positive results mentioned do not represent a significant
difference for just one container, they seem overwhelming when you consider the yearly
volume of containers and the size of the industry. A promising result of this study indicates
interest in using the optimisation-simulation model to address the problem of empty
container movements. The study hypotheses were verified by the results, but future
studies could benefit from improving the model performance. To simplify the problem,
a semi-closed system was proposed for one shipping company and a limited number of
ports and customers.

The global maritime logistic network comprises thousands of shipping companies,
ports, users, and other entities. If this study is to be used in future research, the researcher
should conduct more comparative studies among shipping lines and multiple ports. This
will provide more robust results. The proposed model considered handling and ship-
ping costs, but other factors should be considered in the future, such as the time cost,
empty depot location, storage planning, and shipping schedule. In order to get closer
to real predictability, the authors propose extending this contribution and considering
additional parameters.
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